A processor (100) is provided with a datapath and control logic, where the datapath (102) and/or the control logic (104) are constituted with basic execution blocks (BEB) (200). Each BEB includes an addressable storage and an arithmetic logic unit (ALU) (146) selectively coupled to each other in a manner that allows instruction execution and/or control decisions to be effectuated through storage read/write operations against the addressable storage and ALU operations performed by the ALU. In one embodiment, the addressable storage of each BEB is a cache memory (172). In another embodiment, the read, write and ALU operations are hierarchically organized.
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A Processor Having A Datapath And Control Logic
Constituted With Basis Execution Blocks

RELATED APPLICATIONS
The present invention is a continuation-in-part application to application number 08/963,387, entitled "A Processor Having An ISA Implemented With Hierarchically Organized Primitive Operations", and application number 08/963,345, entitled "Datapath Control Logic For A Processor Having An ISA Implemented With Hierarchically Organized Primitive Operations". These applications, through incorporation by reference, include application number 08/963,389, entitled "Cache Memory Based Instruction Execution", application number 08/963,391, entitled "Virtual Register Set", and application number 08/963,346, entitled "Adaptable I/O Pin Control". All five applications were filed on November 3, 1997, and have identical inventorship as well as identical assignee as the present invention.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. **Field of the Invention**
   The present invention relates to the field of processors. More specifically, the present invention relates to the subject matter of constituting the datapath and its control logic of a processor.

2. **Background Information**
   Every processor has a datapath and a corresponding control logic. The term datapath as used herein is a collective reference to the processor elements employed in performing arithmetic logic operations, whereas the term control logic as used herein is a collective reference to the processor elements employed in controlling the datapath to effectuate the desired arithmetic logic operations. The term processor as used herein is intended to include micro-controllers (MCU), digital signal processors (DSP),
general purpose microprocessors (μP), and the like. In the case of prior art processors, datapaths typically include arithmetic logic unit(s) (ALU), operand register or registers, control registers, and so forth. These prior art datapaths are typically controlled by control logic implemented in either hardwired logic or through microprogramming (also referred to as microcode or firmware).

The operand register(s) of a datapath varies (vary) from an accumulator approach, a stack approach or a register file approach. In the case of the stack based approach, one of the source as well as the destination operands of an instruction are implicitly defined to be located at the top of the stack, whereas, in the case of the accumulator based approach, one of the source as well as the destination operand of an instruction are implicitly defined to be located in the accumulator. Typically, the other source operand is located in a register. In the case of the register set based approach, the source and the destination operands of an instruction are either located in registers or in memory locations. While registers are specified by their identifiers, memory locations, whether cached or not, are specified by either physical or virtual addresses, depending on the manner in which memory is managed.

While the stack based approach enjoys the advantage of providing a simple model for expression evaluation, and short instruction, the approach suffers from at least the disadvantages of forcing all the operands onto the stack, and yet not being able to randomly access the pushed down operands in the stack, resulting in inefficient coding. As to the accumulator approach, while it minimizes the internal states of a processor, and provides for short instructions, it also suffers from at least the disadvantage of very high memory traffic, since the accumulator is the only temporary storage. The register based approach has the advantage of being the most general model for code generation, however, because of the access and related circuitry required to support a register, most prior art register based processors tend to provide only a limited number of registers, resulting in a relatively small working set. The disadvantage becomes especially limiting for heavily pipelined super-
scalar processors.

With respect to the control logic, in the case of a hardwired implementation, typically one or more random control logic block are employed to generate the proper control signals to be output to control the datapath. The proper control signal to be output at a particular clock cycle is selected based on the current state of the processor, feedback from the datapath and the opcode of the next instruction to be executed. In the case of microprogrammed control logic, typically microinstructions are employed to specify the control signals for the datapath. The microinstructions are stored e.g. in a read-only-memory (ROM), and selected for output in each clock cycle, based on the current microinstruction program counter (PC). At each clock cycle, the microinstruction PC is modified based on a newly computed next microinstruction PC, the current microinstruction output (specifying in part the next microinstruction to be output), feedback from the datapath, and/or the opcode of the next instruction to be executed (also referred to as the next macroinstruction).

As a result, a processor designer has to operate and optimize the processor being designed at a pretty low level, which translates into complexity and low productivity. Furthermore, the processor designer has to employ different methodologies for the datapath and its control logic, which further compounds the complexity and low productivity problem. Thus, a more effective approach to designing and implementing a processor's datapath and its control logic without some of the prior art disadvantages is desired.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

A processor is provided with a datapath and control logic, where the datapath and/or the control logic are constituted with basis execution blocks (BEB). Each BEB includes an addressable storage and an arithmetic logic unit (ALU) selectably coupled to each other in a manner that allows instruction execution and/or control decisions to be effectuated through storage
read/write operations against the addressable storage and ALU operations performed by the ALU.

In one embodiment, the addressable storage of each BEB is a cache memory. In another embodiment, the read, write and ALU operations are hierarchically organized.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

The present invention will be described by way of exemplary embodiments, but not limitations, illustrated in the accompanying drawings in which like references denote similar elements, and in which:

Figure 1 illustrates one embodiment of a processor incorporated with the teachings of the present invention;

Figure 2 illustrates one embodiment of an hierarchical organization of the POP of the present invention;

Figures 3a – 3c illustrate various exemplary combinations of POP;

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between user instruction streams, instructions of an ISA, threads, ISA selector, and ISA library;

Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between contexts, processes and threads;

Figure 6 illustrates various exemplary combinations of POP for performing dynamic decision;

Figure 7-8 illustrate one embodiment each of the datapath and the control logic respectively;

Figures 9 - 12 illustrate one embodiment each of a primary control unit, a context/process auxiliary control unit, a dynamic decision auxiliary control unit and an I/O pin auxiliary control unit respectively; and

Figure 13 illustrates one embodiment of the basis execution block of the present invention.
In the following description, various aspects of the present invention will be described. Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that the present invention may be practiced with only some or all aspects of the present invention. For purposes of explanation, specific numbers, materials and configurations are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. However, it will also be apparent to one skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced without the specific details. In other instances, well known features are omitted or simplified in order not to obscure the present invention.

Referring now to Figure 1, wherein a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a processor incorporated with the teachings of the present invention is shown. Processor 100 includes datapath 102, control logic 104 and ISA library 108 coupled to each other as shown. ISA library 108 includes native instructions of processor 100 organized to implement instructions of a number of instruction set architectures (ISA) of non-native or guest architectures, e.g. Motorola's M680x0 and Texas Instrument's TMS320 instructions. (Note that the unorganized native instructions are the instructions of the native or host ISA. For clarity, hereinafter, the native instructions will be referred to as primitive operations or POP.) Datapath 102 and control logic 104 perform their conventional functions of executing instructions of an ISA, except datapath 102 and control logic 104 are capable of effectuating execution of instructions of a non-native or guest ISA by executing the POPs in an organized manner, and datapath 102 and control logic 104 are constituted in a novel approach, i.e. using basis execution blocks (BEB) 200 in accordance with the present invention. As an introduction, each BEB 200 includes an addressable storage and an ALU directly coupled to each other to allow operands to be directly supplied from the addressable storage to the ALU, and directly written back into the addressable storage from the ALU. The control decisions as well as the instruction executions are effectuated through read and write operations against the addressable storage of the BEBs 200 and ALU operations performed by the ALUs of the BEBs 200. One embodiment of
POP organization will be described in more detail below, after the manner in which datapath 102 and control logic 104 are constituted using BEB 200 is first described.

Skipping now first to Figures 7-13, wherein seven block diagrams illustrating the constitution of datapath 102 and control logic 104 in accordance with the present invention, and BEB 200 are shown. For ease of understanding, each of datapath 102 and a number of functional units of control logic 104 will be described as being constituted with one BEB 200. However, that is not to be construed as limiting on the present invention, datapath 102 as well as each of these functional units of control logic 104 may be constituted with one or more BEB 200.

Figure 7 illustrates an overview of one embodiment of datapath 102. For the illustrated embodiment, datapath 102 is constituted with one BEB 200, which includes cache memory 142 and ALU 146, coupled to each other as shown. As alluded to earlier, cache memory 142 of datapath 102 is employed by control logic 104 to directly supply and accept operand values to and from ALU 146 of datapath 102. ALU 146 is employed to perform ALU operations on operand values supplied by cache memory 142. The resulting values are directly stored back into cache memory 142.

More specifically, during operation, control logic 104 selectively provides control and location information of operand values to ALU 146 and cache memory 142 of datapath 102 respectively. In response, cache memory 142 outputs the appropriate operand values for ALU 146, which in turn operates on the operand values output by cache memory 142. The resulting operand values are stored back into cache memory 142. Additionally, ALU 146 is designed to provide control logic 104 with various system flag values, such as carry and zero flags, and cache memory 142 is designed to issue trap requests to control logic 104 as a result of data values being stored into certain pre-selected cache locations, such as cache locations that function as an accumulator, a program counter and so forth. In one embodiment, the word lines of cache memory 142 are employed to issue the trap requests, by
providing offsets into a trap vector table. The offsets are derived through word line mappings.

Figure 8 illustrates one embodiment of control logic 104. For the illustrated embodiment, control logic 104 includes primary control unit (PCU) 150 and a number of auxiliary control units (ACU) 152-156. Specifically, for the illustrated embodiment, ACU 152-156 include a context/process ACU 152, a dynamic decision ACU 154, and an input/output (I/O) pin ACU 156. PCU 150 selectively controls datapath 102 to effectuate instruction execution with the assistance of ACU 152-156. Context/process ACU 152 is employed to assist PCU 150 in determining the appropriate state transitions for various contexts and processes. For the illustrated embodiment, ACU 152 maintains various context control blocks (CCB) and process control blocks (PCB) for the various contexts and processes. Dynamic decision ACU 154 is employed to assist PCU 150 in processing a number of dynamic decision variables, such as a branch decision variable. For the illustrated embodiment, the dynamic decision variables are maintained in the dynamic decision ACU 154. I/O pin ACU 156 is employed to assist PCU 150 in effectuating data input/output via the I/O pins 106 respectively. In alternate embodiments, more or less ACU may be employed.

Figure 9 illustrates one embodiment of PCU 150 in more detail. For the illustrated embodiment, PCU 150 includes scheduler 164 and memory 166 coupled to each other as shown. Scheduler 164 is employed to schedule the execution of the organized POP. In addition to scheduling logic, which may be implemented employing any one of a number of approaches known in the art, scheduler 164 includes a trap vector table of trap handler addresses. Additionally, scheduler 164 is configured with the information identifying how many and which ISA’s POP are to be retrieved from ISA library 108. The configuration may be achieved in any one of a number of approaches known in the art. Memory 166 is used to pre-stage the implementing organized POP of an ISA. In one embodiment, memory 166 is partitioned into regions for storing the various implementing organized POP in accordance with their functions,
implementing instructions, context/process management, dynamic decision making, trap handling, etc. Scheduler 164 and memory 166 may be implemented with any one of a number of circuitry known in the art.

During operation, responsive to instructions of the processes, e.g. user instruction streams, various organized POP are scheduled for execution. Responsive to addresses supplied by scheduler 164, memory 166 outputs the various organized POP to selected ones of datapath 102 and auxiliary control units 152-156. Scheduler 164 formulates the appropriate addresses to supply to memory 166 using the base and offset addresses maintained in the CCB and PCB of the various contexts and processes (to be described in more detail below). As execution progresses, when necessary ACU 152 – 154 assist PCU 150 to examine execution conditions that govern the conditional execution of the organized POP. Similarly, when necessary, scheduler 164 causes appropriate ones of organized POP to be output from memory 166 for context/process ACU 152 and dynamic decision ACU 154 to assist in determining appropriate state transitions and dynamic decisions respectively. Likewise, responsive to trap requests made to control logic 102, scheduler 164 using the trap handler address information maintained in trap vector table, causes appropriate ones of the organized POP of the trap handlers to be output to selected ones of datapath 102 and ACU 152 – 154 for execution. In particular, selected ones of the trap handlers assist in maintaining the control information in the PCB for successive scheduling of the organized POP. Additionally, as execution progresses, responsive to I/O trap requests, scheduler 164 causes appropriate ones of the organized POP to be output to I/O pin auxiliary ACU 156 to assist in effectuating data input/output via the I/O pins.

Figure 10 illustrates one embodiment of context/process ACU 152 in more detail. For the illustrated embodiment, context/process ACU 152 is constituted with one BEB 200, which includes cache memory 172 and ALU 176, coupled to each other as shown. As described earlier, cache memory 172 of context/process ACU 152 is employed by control logic 104 to store CCB and
PCB of various contexts and processes, and output the various control variables of CCB and PCB for processing by ALU 176 of context/process ACU 152. ALU 176 is employed to execute the organized POP output using operand values supplied by cache memory 172. Cache memory 172 may be implemented in like manner as cache memory 142 of datapath 102. In one embodiment, the earlier described cache memory 142 of datapath 102 and cache memory 172 are implemented using the same physical structure.

During operation, control logic 104 selectively provides appropriate ones of the organized POP and location information of control variable/state values to ALU 176 and cache memory 142 of context/process ACU 152 respectively. In response, cache memory 172 outputs the appropriate control variable/state values for ALU 176, which in turn executes the POP, and process the control variable/state values output by cache memory 172. The resulting control variable/state values are stored back into cache memory 172. Additionally, ALU 176 is designed to provide control logic 104 with the states of the various executing POP organizations, and cache memory 172 is designed to issue trap requests to control logic 104. The trap requests are issued as a result of state values being stored into certain locations of cache memory 172, such as the cache locations employed to store the reset bits and so forth. In one embodiment, the word lines of cache memory 172 are employed to issue the trap requests, by providing offsets into the above described trap vector table. The offsets are derived through word line mappings.

Figure 11 illustrates one embodiment of dynamic decision ACU 154 in more detail. For the illustrated embodiment, dynamic decision ACU 154 is constituted with one BEB 200, which includes cache memory 182 and ALU 186, coupled to each other as shown. Cache memory 182 of dynamic decision ACU 154 is employed by control logic 104 to store and output dynamic decision variable values for ALU 186 of dynamic decision ACU 154. ALU 186 is employed to execute the organized POP, using dynamic decision variable values supplied by cache memory 182. Cache memory 182 may be
implemented in like manner as cache memory 142 of datapath 102. In one embodiment, the earlier described cache memory 142 of datapath 102, cache memory 172 and cache memory 182 are implemented using the same physical structure.

During operation, control logic 104 selectively provides appropriate ones of the organized POP and location information of dynamic decision variable values to ALU 186 and cache memory 182 of dynamic decision ACU 154 respectively. In response, cache memory 182 outputs the appropriate dynamic decision variable values for ALU 186, which in turn executes the organized POP, and processes the dynamic decision variable values output by cache memory 182. The resulting dynamic decision variable values are stored back into cache memory 182. Additionally, ALU 186 is designed to provide control logic 104 with the dynamic decisions determined, and cache memory 182 is designed to issue trap requests to control logic 104, such as the cache location employed to store the power control bits and so forth. The trap requests are issued as a result of dynamic decision variable values being stored into certain locations of cache memory 182. In one embodiment, the word lines of cache memory 182 are employed to issue the trap requests, by providing offsets into the above described trap vector table. The offsets are derived through word line mappings.

**Figure 12** illustrates one embodiment of I/O pin ACU 156 in more detail. For the illustrated embodiment, I/O ACU 154 is also similarly constituted as the other auxiliary ACU employing one BEB 200, which includes cache memory 192 and ALU 196, coupled to each other as shown. Cache memory 192 of I/O pin ACU 156 is employed by control logic 104 to accept data input values from, and drive data output values to I/O pins 106. ALU 196 of I/O pin ACU 156 is employed to execute the organized POP, and causes cache memory 192 to accept or drive data input/output values. Cache memory 192 may be implemented in like manner as cache memory 142 of datapath 102. In one embodiment, the earlier described cache memory 142 of datapath 102, cache memory 172, cache memory 182 and cache memory 192 are all
implemented using the same physical structure.

During operation, control logic 104 selectively provides appropriate ones of the organized POP and location information of data input/output values to ALU 196 and cache memory 192 of I/O pin ACU 156 respectively. In response, ALU 196 causes cache memory 192 to accept data input values from or drive data output values to I/O pins 106. Alternatively, ALU 196 causes cache memory 192 to accept data output values from cache memory 142 or ALU 146 of datapath 102. Additionally, ALU 196 is designed to provide control logic 104 with asynchronous requests, and cache memory 192 is designed to issue trap requests to control logic 104. The trap requests are issued as a result of data input/output values being stored into certain locations of cache memory 192. In one embodiment, the word lines of cache memory 192 are employed to issue the trap requests, by providing offsets into the above described trap vector table. The offsets are derived through word line mappings. (I/O pin control is the subject matter of copending U.S. Patent Application, entitled “Adaptable I/O Pin Control” identified above.)

Referring now to Figure 13, wherein a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of BEB 200 is shown. For the illustrated embodiment, BEB 200 includes cache memory 242 and ALU 246 selectably coupled to each other, to allow operands to be directly supplied to ALU 246 and stored back into cache memory 242 as described to earlier. The selectable coupling is provided by selector-buffer combinations 244a-244f. Selector-buffer combination 244a enables dynamic selection of the write data (Z) from the current executing process (Proc_Zdata), the ISA library (Xlatn_Zdata), the X and Y output ports of cache memory 242 itself, and the output port (AZ) of ALU 246. Selector-buffer combination 244d enables dynamic selection of the write address (Zaddr) from the current executing process (Proc_Zaddr), the ISA library (Xlatn_Zaddr), the X and Y output ports of cache memory 242 itself, and the output port (AZ) of ALU 246. Similarly, each of selector-buffer combinations 244b-244c enables dynamic selection of a read address (Xaddr or Yaddr) from the current executing process (Proc_Xaddr or Proc_Yaddr), the
ISA library (Xlatn_Xaddr or Xlatn_Yaddr), the X and Y output ports of cache memory 242 itself, and the output port (AZ) of ALU 246. Finally each of
selector-buffer combinations 244e-244f enables dynamic selection of an ALU
input (AX or AY) from the current executing process (Proc_AXdata or
Proc_AYdata), pre-configured masks from the ISA library (Xlatn_Xmask or
Xlatn_Ymask), the output ports (X or Y) of cache memory 242 itself, and the
output port (AZ) of ALU 246. The buffer depth of each selector-buffer
combination 244a-244f is designed to match the execution pipeline latency of a
particular implementation.

In other words, in addition to being advantageously cache
memory based, BEB 200 of the present invention is provided with a very
flexible input selection structure, allowing either immediates and/or previously
computed address/operand values, as well as address/operand values injected
by the executing process and/or the non-native to native ISA translation
process to be used as X, Y and/or Z address and/or data. As a result, BEB
200 is sufficiently flexible to enable most control decisions as well as instruction
executions to be effectuated, through read/write operations against cache
memory 242 and ALU operations performed by ALU 246; that is, allowing
virtually all control decisions and instruction executions to be implemented
through memory read, write and ALU operations. Thus, under the present
invention, a processor designer will be able to advantageously design and
optimize both the datapath and its control logic using a single unified
technology, i.e. memory read, write and ALU operations directed towards a
basis structure, to reduce processor design complexity and increase
productivity.

While BEB 200 has been described with the embodiment
illustrated in Fig. 13, it should be noted that the present invention may be
practiced with a BEB having more or less selectability. Cache memory based
instruction execution and virtual register set are the subject matters of the
above identified co-pending applications that are incorporated as part of the
parent application. A multiprocessing embodiment of cache memory 242 is the
subject matter of copending application number 09/xxx.xxx, entitled "Variable Set Combination Cache Memory Based Multiprocessing", filed <insert filing date>, also having common inventorship and assignee with the present invention, which is hereby incorporated by reference.

Referring now to Figures 3a-3c, wherein a number of exemplary employment of memory read, write and ALU operation combinations to effectuate execution of instructions and control decisions are shown. Unless otherwise specified, the memory read, write operations are directed towards cache memory 142, and ALU operations are performed by ALU 146 of BEB 200 of datapath 102.

Figure 3a illustrates two exemplary combinations of read/write/ALU operations to effectuate execution of an ADD instruction, adding an immediate to a destination register. To effectuate the ADD instruction, the macro instruction pointer (pc) is incremented by two bytes (the instruction size of the exemplary ADD instruction), and an immediate extracted from the instruction is added to the content of a specified destination register (dest_addr). The first exemplary combination includes {Xlatn_Xaddr = *pc, Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, AX_Sel = X, Xlatn_Ymask = 0x02, AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask, ALU_Cmd = Add, Xlatn_Zaddr = *pc, Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, and Z_Sel = AZ}, whereas the second exemplary combination includes {Xlatn_Xaddr = dest_addr, Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, AX_Sel = X, Proc_AYdata = Imm, AY_Sel = Proc_AYdata, ALU_Cmd = Add, Xlatn_Zaddr = dest_addr, Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, and Z_Sel = AZ}. While not explicitly specified, each of the remaining unused elements of BEB 200 are provided with a NOP POP.

For the first exemplary combination, Xlatn_Xaddr = *pc and Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr cause Xaddr to be set to the address of the storage location used to store the program counter (pc), thereby causing the current PC to be output on the X port. AX_Sel = X causes the current PC output on the X port to be selected as the X-input of the ALU. Xlatn_Ymask = 0x02 and AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask causes the ALU to select the 0x02 mask from the ISA library as its Y-input. ALU_Cmd = Add causes the ALU to add the X and Y
inputs, i.e. adding the 0x02 mask to the current PC. Finally, Xlatn_Zaddr = *pc, Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr and Z_Sel = AZ cause the addition result, i.e. the incremented PC, to be written back to the storage location used for storing PC.

For the second exemplary combination, Xlatn_Xaddr = dest_addr and Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr cause the current content of the storage location used as the destination register to be output on the X port. AX_Sel = X causes the current content of the destination register output on the X port to be selected as the ALU’s X-input. Proc_AYdata = Imm and AY_Sel = Proc_AYdata causes the ALU to select the process specific immediate as its Y-input. ALU_Cmd = Add causes the ALU to add its X and Y inputs together, i.e. adding the immediate to the current content of the destination register. Xlatn_Zaddr = Dest.Addr, Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr and Z_Sel = AZ cause the addition result to be written back to the storage location used as the destination register.

Thus, it can be seen that when executed, the first exemplary combination of read/write/ALU operations can effectuate increment of a PC, and the second exemplary combination of read/write/ALU operations can effectuate adding an immediate to a destination register.

Figure 3b illustrates four exemplary combinations of read/write/ALU operations for effectuating execution of a long call (LCALL) instruction in two cycles. In a LCALL instruction, the PC is incremented by three bytes (the instruction size of the exemplary LCALL instruction), to point to the first instruction to be executed upon returning from the call. The incremented PC is then saved onto a stack. Next, the stack pointer is updated, and the target address of the call, extracted from the instruction, is copied into the PC.

The first exemplary combination includes \{Xlatn_Xaddr = *pc, Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, AX_Sel = X, Xlatn_Ymask = 0x03, AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask, ALU_Cmd = Add, Xlatn_Zaddr = *pc, Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, and Z_Sel = AZ\}, whereas the second exemplary combination includes \{Xlatn_Xaddr = *stack, Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, AX_Sel = X, Xlatn_Yaddr = *pc, ...\}. AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask, ALU_Cmd = Add, Xlatn_Zaddr = *pc, Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, and Z_Sel = AZ\}, whereas the second exemplary combination includes \{Xlatn_Xaddr = *stack, Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, AX_Sel = X, Xlatn_Yaddr = *pc, ...\}. AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask, ALU_Cmd = Add, Xlatn_Zaddr = *pc, Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, and Z_Sel = AZ\}, whereas the second exemplary combination includes \{Xlatn_Xaddr = *stack, Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, AX_Sel = X, Xlatn_Yaddr = *pc, ...\}.
YA_Sel = Xlatn_Yaddr, Xlatn_Ymask = 0x02, AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask, ALU_Cmd = Add, Za_sel = AZ, and Z_Sel = Y}. The third exemplary combination includes \{Xlatn_Xaddr = *stack, Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, AX_Sel = X, Xlatn_Ymask = 0x02, AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask, ALU_Cmd = Add, Xlatn_Zaddr = *stack, Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, and Z_Sel = AZ\}, whereas the fourth exemplary combination includes \{Proc_Zdata = Imm, Xlatn_Zaddr = *pc, Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, and Z_Sel = Proc_ZData\}. Similarly, each of the “unused” elements of BEB 200 is provided with a NOP POP.

Except for the employment of a 0x03 mask, the first exemplary combination is the same PC increment combination illustrated in Fig. 3a. For the second exemplary combination, the meaning of POPs Xlatn_Xaddr = *stack, XA_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr are similar to the earlier described POPs for “dest_addr”, in that they cause the current content of the storage location used to store the stack pointer to be output on the X port. AX_Sel = X causes the ALU to select the stack pointer as its X input. The meaning of POPs Xlatn_Yaddr = *pc and YA_Sel are also similar, in that they cause the current incremented PC to be output on the Y port. The meaning of POPs Xlatn_Ymask = 0x02, AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask are also similar, in that it causes the ALU to select the 0x02 mask from the ISA library as its Y input. ALU_Cmd = Add causes the ALU to add its X and Y inputs, i.e. adding the 0x02 mask to the stack pointer. Finally, Za_Sel = AZ and Z_Sel = Y cause the incremented PC output on the Y port to be saved onto the stack, a storage location pointed to by the incremented stack pointer.

Thus, collectively the first and second exemplary combinations of read/write/ALU operations can be used to effectuate the first stage execution of the LCALL instruction.

For the third exemplary combination, the meaning of POPs Xlatn_Xaddr = *stack, XA_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, AX_Sel = X, Xlatn_Ymask = 0x02, AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask, and ALU_Cmd = Add have all been described earlier. Finally, Xlatn_Zaddr = *stack, Za_Sel = Xlatn_Zaddr and Z_Sel = AZ cause the stored stack pointer to be updated with a new value. For the fourth
exemplary combination, POPs Proc_Zdata = Imm (which is the target address extracted from the LCALL Instruction), Xlatn_Zaddr = *pc, ZA_Sel = Xlatn_Zaddr and Z_Sel = Proc_Zdata cause the extracted target address to be copied into the storage location storing the PC.

Thus, collectively the third and fourth exemplary combinations of read/write/ALU operations can be used to effectuate the second stage execution of the LCALL instruction. It should be noted that the above description of employing the four exemplary combinations to effectuate the LCALL instruction in two stages is strictly illustrative for one exemplary ISA. For another ISA, execution of the LCALL instruction may be effectuated in more or less stages. It should also be noted that for any multi-stage implementation, depending on the ISA, it might be necessary to save and restore intermediate values between stages. Such saving and restoring were not illustrated to facilitate easier understanding of the key concepts being described.

Figure 3c illustrates another five exemplary combinations of POP for implementing a Jump If Accumulator Zero (JZ) instruction. The JZ instruction determines if the accumulator is zero. If so, execution continues at a target address using a displacement, based on the updated PC value, that is specified in the instruction; else execution continues with the next instruction.

The first exemplary combination includes {Xlatn_Xaddr = *pc, Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, AX_Sel = X, Xlatn_Ymask = 0x02, AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask, ALU_Cmd = Add, Xlatn_Zaddr = *pc, Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, and Z_Sel = AZ}, whereas the second exemplary combination includes {Xlatn_Xaddr = *acc, Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, AX_Sel = X, Xlatn_Ymask = 0x00, AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask and ALU_Cmd = Add}. The third exemplary combination includes {Proc_ZData = Stat.ALU.Datapath, Xlatn_Zaddr = *BD, Za_Sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, Z_Sel = Proc_ZData}, whereas the fourth exemplary combination includes {Proc_Zdata = Opcode, BD, 01, Xlatn_Zaddr = *(PCB.Offset), Za_Sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, and Z_Sel = Proc_ZData}. The fifth exemplary combination includes {Xlatn_Xaddr = *pc, Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr,
AX_Sel = X, AY_Data = displ, AY_Sel = AY_Data, ALU_Cmd = Add,
Xlatn_Zaddr = *pc, Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, and Z_Sel = AZ), whereas the sixth
exemplary combination includes simply a collection of NOPs. Similarly, as in
the other exemplary combinations, each of the unused elements of BEB 200 is
provided with a NOP POP.

The first exemplary combination is the same PC increment
combination described earlier. For the second exemplary combination,
Xlatn_Xaddr = *acc and Xa_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr cause the content of the
storage location used to store the accumulator value to be output on the X port.
AX_Sel = X causes the ALU to select the X port output as its X input.
Xlatn_Ymask = 0x00 and AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask causes the ALU to select the
0x00 mask from the ISA library as its Y input. ALU_Cmd = Add causes the
ALU to add its X and Y inputs, i.e. adding the 0x00 mask to the accumulator
content.

For the third exemplary combination, Proc_ZData =
Stat.ALU.Datapath, Xlatn_Zaddr = *BD, Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr and Z_Sel =
Proc_Zdata cause the statistics of ALU 146 of datapath 102 (which includes
the zero flag) to be stored into a storage location of cache memory 182 of BEB
200 of dynamic decision ACU 154 used to store the branch decision variable
BD (which is a storage location designed to generate a trap request whenever
a value is written into it).

Thus, collectively the first, second and third exemplary
combinations of read/write/ALU operations can be used to effectuate the first
stage execution of the JZ instruction.

For the fourth exemplary combination, Proc_Zdata = Opcode,
BD, 01, Xlatn_Zaddr = *(PCB.Offset), Za_sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, and Z_Sel =
Proc_Zdata cause the concatenated value of “opcode, BD, 01” to be stored in
a storage location of cache memory 172 of BEB 200 of context/process ACU
152 of control logic 104 used to hold the offset address (PCB.offset) employed
to locate and dispatch the next combination of read/write/ALU operations for
use to control datapath 102. The offset address in general is a function of the
opcode of an instruction, plus a number of extended bits. In this case, the extended bits include the branch decision variable \( BD \), to allow the storage location of the next combination of POP to be dynamically determined.

For the fifth exemplary combination, \( X\text{latn}_\text{Xaddr} = \*pc \), \( X\text{a}_\text{Sel} = X\text{latn}_\text{Xaddr} \), \( AX\text{Sel} = X \), \( AY\text{Data} = \text{displ} \), \( AY\text{Sel} = AY\text{Data} \), \( ALU\text{Cmd} = \text{Add} \), \( X\text{latn}_\text{Zaddr} = \*pc \), \( Z\text{a}_\text{Sel} = X\text{latn}_\text{Zaddr} \), and \( Z\text{Sel} = AZ \). cause the displacement (displ) to be stored into the storage location used to store the PC. The sixth exemplary combination is self-explanatory. Either the fifth or the sixth exemplary combination is executed depending on whether the branch is taken or not.

Thus, the fourth, fifth and sixth exemplary combinations of read/write/ALU operations can be used to effectuate the second stage execution of the JZ instruction. In particular, the fourth exemplary combination of read/write/ALU operations can be used to affect whether it is the fifth or the sixth exemplary combination of read/write/ALU operations that get executed. Similarly, as the LCALL instruction, the above description of employing the five exemplary combinations to effectuate the JZ instruction in two stages is strictly illustrative for one exemplary ISA. For another ISA, execution of the JZ instruction may be effectuated in more or less stages. The potential need for saving and restoring intermediate values were also not illustrated to facilitate easier understanding of the key concepts being described.

Thus, it can be seen that datapath 102 and control logic 104 constituted with BEB 200 of the present invention can be controlled to effectuate instruction execution and control decisions, through read and write operations directed against the addressable storage locations of the respective cache memory, and/or ALU operations performed by the respective ALUs. Those skilled in the art will recognize that the above illustrated exemplary read/write/ALU operation combinations are just a small sample of the read/write/ALU operation combinations of the present invention. Many more read/write/ALU operation combinations can be constructed to direct the various specific operations of the elements of datapath 102 and control logic 104 to
effectuate instruction execution and control decision, and such constructions in accordance with the principles set forth by the disclosed illustrations are well within the ability of those skilled in the art.

Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that the number of elemental read, write and ALU operations necessary to form the various combinations are relative small, even when compared to a prior art reduced instruction set (RISC) computer. Most importantly, the above approach for effectuating instruction execution enables a processor designer to operate and optimize a processor design at a much higher and more productive level, than otherwise under the prior art conventional approaches.

Having now described the central concepts of the present invention, we turn now to other aspects. In some embodiments, the read, write and ALU POPs are hierarchically organized, and in other embodiments, the instructions may also be instructions of selected ones of a number of non-native or guest ISAs. These and other aspects will be described in turn.

Referring now to Figure 2, wherein a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a hierarchical organization of the POP of the present invention is shown. As illustrated, selected ones of interdependent POP 110 having certain ensured order of completion are first combined to form atomic units 112. During operation, the member POP of an atomic unit 112 are dispatched at the same time, without the need of a micro-program counter. Next, selected ones of atomic units 112 are then combined to form snippets 114, with each snippet 114 having one or more atomic units 112. Then, selected ones of snippets 114 are logically associated to form execution threads 116, with each execution thread 116 having one or more snippets 114. During operation, selected ones of snippets 114 are dynamically scheduled. Furthermore, for the illustrated embodiment, an execution condition 118 may be specified for each atomic unit 112, governing the conditional execution of the atomic unit 112. Each execution condition 118 is expressed in terms of one or more dynamic decision variables to be examined during execution. Their values govern whether the atomic units 112 are to be executed or not.
As described earlier, control logic 104 is equipped to maintain and process these dynamic decision variables. For the illustrated embodiment, execution conditions 118 governing the execution of the corresponding atomic units 112 are specified in snippets 114 to which the atomic units 112 are members of. Additionally, snippets 118 are logically associated to form execution threads 116. For the illustrated embodiment, snippets 118 are logically associated through trap requests 126 to control logic 104 made at the end of a predecessor snippet’s execution.

Each instruction of a non-native or guest ISA is implemented using an execution thread 116 (hereinafter also referred to as implementing thread, or simply, thread). For this embodiment, the POP for effectuating increment of the macro instruction program counter (PC), to be described more fully below, are organized into a singular atomic unit snippet 114, and made an integral part of each execution thread 116. In an alternate embodiment, each instruction of a non-native or guest ISA is implemented using at least two execution threads 116. For this embodiment, the POP for effectuating increment of the PC are organized into a common singular snippet execution thread 116. This common singular snippet execution thread 116 is executed in conjunction with the execution threads 116 of the various instructions. In any case, the various threads 116 of hierarchically organized POP collectively implement the instructions of a non-native or guest ISA.

Referring now to Figure 3a – 3c again, wherein one embodiment for organizing the earlier described exemplary POP is illustrated. For the illustrated embodiment, the POP are organized into atomic units, then snippets, and execution threads. As described earlier, Figure 3a illustrates two exemplary combinations of POP for implementing an exemplary ADD instruction for adding an immediate to a destination register. The meanings of the two exemplary combinations were described earlier. The orderly completion of each of these exemplary combinations of POP are inherently ensured due to the timing characteristics of datapath 102. As a result, in accordance with the present invention, the two exemplary combinations of
POP are correspondingly organized into two atomic units. Additionally, the two
atomic units are further organized into a snippet, and then a singular snippet
execution thread. During operation, once the snippet is scheduled, the two
atomic units are executed in turn. Recall the POPs of each atomic units are
provided to the appropriate elements at the same time, without the use of a
micro-program counter, and their orderly completion are inherently ensured
through the timing of the elements.

As described earlier, Figure 3b illustrates four exemplary
combinations of POP for implementing a long call (LCALL) instruction to be
executed in two cycles. The meanings of these four exemplary combinations
were explained earlier. However, for the illustrated embodiment, the orderly
completion of these POP is ensured only to the extent when they are
segregated into two groups. Accordingly, they too are first organized as two
atomic units, and then in turn they are combined to form a snippet. During
operation, once scheduled, the entire snippet will be executed, with the POP of
each atomic unit being issued in order, without the need of a micro-program
counter. For each atomic unit, all POP are issued to the applicable elements at
the same time, as described earlier.

In order to employ the two snippets together to effectuate the two
stage execution of the LCALL instruction, in accordance with the present
invention, the two snippets are logically associated together. For the illustrated
embodiment, the two snippets are logically associated with each other using a
trap request to control logic 104. In other words, in association with the
definition of the first snippet, a trap to control logic 104 at the end of executing
the first snippet is specified. The meanings of the various traps, i.e. in this
case, the second snippet is to be scheduled for execution, are pre-defined for
control logic 104. Other approaches to logically associating the snippets may
be employed. Together, the two snippets form an execution thread for
effectuating execution of the LCALL instruction. Again, as described earlier,
effectuating execution of the LCALL instruction with two snippets (to simulate
two stages) is straightly illustrative for a particular ISA. For other ISA, the
implementing POP of the LCALL instruction may be organized into one or more snippets, as long as the order of execution is properly ensured.

As described earlier, Figure 3c illustrates another six exemplary combinations of POP for implementing a Jump If Accumulator Zero (JZ) instruction. The meanings of the six exemplary combinations were described earlier. For the illustrated embodiment, the orderly completion of each of these combinations of POP is also ensured. Accordingly, they are organized as three separate atomic units, and then three singular atomic unit snippets. More importantly, the first snippet formed with the first and second exemplary combinations is logically associated to the "branch taken" snippet as well as the "branch not taken" snippet, but dynamically resolves to one or the other. The logical association is accomplished by specifying a trap request to be executed at the end of executing the first snippet. Furthermore, the trap request is defined to control logic 104 as being serviced by the snippet formed with the third exemplary combination of POP. The various snippets are organized to form the implementing thread for the JZ instruction.

Accordingly, upon executing the first snippet, BD is generated. As a result of the trap request to control logic 104 at the end of execution of the first snippet, the trap handler (i.e. the third exemplary combination) is executed, and the offset address is dynamically set to the appropriate one of either the "branch taken" or the "branch not taken" snippet. When invoked, the POP of the singular atomic unit of the "branch taken" or "branch not taken" snippet are issued to the applicable elements at the same time, without the employment of a micro-program counter. Also as described earlier, effectuating execution of the JZ instruction with multiple snippets (to simulate multiple stages) is straightly illustrative for a particular ISA. For other ISA, the implementing POP of the JZ instruction may be organized into one or more snippets, as long as the order of execution is properly ensured.

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between user instruction streams, instructions of a non-native or guest ISA, threads, ISA selector, and ISA library. Shown in Fig. 4 is user instruction stream 120 constituted with a
number of instructions of a non-native or guest ISA. Examples of instructions are ADD R1, R2 and R3, and LD R4, memory address, meaning add the contents of registers R2 and R3 and place the sum of the addition in register R1, and load the content of memory address into register R4 respectively. As described earlier, each instruction is implemented with one or more threads 116 of POP. The various threads of POP 116 employed to implement a particular ISA are stored in ISA library 108. For the illustrated embodiment, each collection of ISA implementing POP also includes control information for the ISA, e.g. logical to physical mappings for cache memory based direct instruction execution, address space information, and so forth. In one embodiment, control logic 104 is equipped with storage medium to pre-stage or cache the implementing threads of an ISA. Whether pre-staged in control logic 104 or not, an ISA selector 103 corresponding to the user instruction stream is used to locate the start of all the implementing threads of the ISA. For the illustrated embodiment, ISA selector 103 is a base address to the starting memory location of collection 109'. Furthermore, the ISA selector 103 is stored in a context control block (CCB) created for a collection of user instruction stream, and dynamically updated if necessary (e.g. when the ISA changes between two user instruction streams). An offset address is used to locate the individual implementing threads. As described earlier, the offset address is a function of the opcode of an instruction plus a number of extended bits. In one embodiment, the offset address is stored in a process control (PCB) created for each process, e.g. an user instruction stream.

Thus, under the present invention, one or more collections of threads of POP implementing instructions of one or more ISA may be stored in ISA library 108. As a result, processor 100 may be initially deployed to effectuate execution of user instruction streams constituted with one ISA, and subsequently reconfigured to effectuate execution of user instruction streams constituted with another ISA. Alternatively, datapath 102 may be provided with multiple sets of resources, and by keeping track the ISA of corresponding user instruction streams 120, control logic 104 may control datapath 102 to
effectuate execution of instructions of multiple ISA in parallel for multiple user instruction streams, using the multiple sets of resources. Regardless of whether datapath 102 is provided with multiple sets of resources or not, within one set of resources of datapath 102, by tracking the ISA of different user instruction streams, control logic 104 may control datapath 102 to effectuate execution of instructions of multiple ISA serially or interleavingly, for multiple user instruction streams, using one set of resources of datapath 102.

Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between contexts, processes, and threads as used herein. As shown, each context 158 includes one or more processes 160, and each process 160 in turn include one or more executing instances 162 of the earlier described threads 116, for effectuating execution of the instruction of the process 160, e.g. an user instruction stream. For the illustrated embodiment, associated with each context is a context control block (CCB) 159 storing control information about the context. These control information includes control variables known in the art. Additionally, in accordance with the present invention, the CCB includes in particular ISA selector 103, which for the illustrated embodiment is a base address control variable denoting the base address of the collection of implementing threads 116 of an ISA stored in ISA library 108 or a pre-stage storage structure of control logic 104, if the implementing threads are pre-staged in control logic 104. Similarly, associated with each process is a process control block (PCB) 161 storing control information about the process. The control information also includes various control variables known in the art. In addition, in accordance with the present invention, PCB includes in particular an offset address control variable denoting the offset (from the above described base address for an ISA) to the start of the implementing thread of the current executing thread instance. The CCB and PCB 159 and 161 are created and maintained by control logic 104. In particular, the base addresses and offset addresses are dynamically modified by control logic 104 as it detects changes in ISA and successively schedules the snippets of the implementing threads. The CCB and PCB 159 and 161 are created when a context and a process is first
spawned. The base address is initially set in accordance with the ISA of a context, whereas the offset address is initially set to the beginning of the first implementing thread.

Referring now back to Figure 1, responsive to an instruction of a process, control logic 104 statically schedules a first snippet of an implementing thread for execution by datapath 102, updating the PCB as appropriate. As the POP of each atomic unit of a scheduled snippet are provided in order to datapath 102 for execution, control logic dynamically control execution of the issued POP in accordance with the specified execution condition, if any. In one embodiment, control logic 104 is equipped to process dynamic decision variables as well as determining the appropriate state transitions for a process/context. For the illustrated embodiment, the processing of dynamic decision variables as well as determining the appropriate state transitions for the processes and contexts are also accomplished using hierarchically organized POP. Furthermore, as described earlier, control logic 104 is also equipped to service various trap requests. In addition to the above described trap requests that are made upon completing execution of the snippets, to logically associate the snippets, trap requests are also made in response to values being written into certain special addressable storage locations. Typically, these are addressable storage locations employed to store various control variables. Servicing of trap requests is also accomplished using hierarchically organized POP.

An example of such addressable storage location is the location employed to function as an accumulator of the processor. A trap request is made to control logic 104 whenever a value is stored into the accumulator location, to allow a trap handler to update the state of the parity bit of the processor status word (PSW). Another example is the locations employed to store various power control bits. A trap request is made to control logic 104 whenever a value is stored into these power control bit locations, to allow a trap handler to examine whether execution is to be halted. A further example is the location employed to store a reset bit. A trap request is made to control
logic 104 whenever a value is stored into the reset bit location, to allow a trap handler to determine whether to shut down all contexts.

Additionally, for the illustrated embodiment, control logic 104 is also equipped to effectuate data input/output via input/output (I/O) pins 106. However, based on the description to follow, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the present invention may be practiced without control logic 104 being responsible for effectuating data I/O via I/O pins 106. The term I/O pin as used herein is intended to include I/O pins in the conventional physical sense, as well as internal I/O "pins" in the figurative sense, employed to intercouple internal blocks of a VLSI circuit. In other words, processor 100 is an embedded internal block of a larger VLSI circuit.

ISA library 108 may be implemented with any one of a number of non-volatile storage medium known in the art, including but not limited to EPROM, EEPROM, CMOS memory, Flash memory and so forth. Both datapath 102 and control logic 104, as well as their manner of cooperation will be further described below, after the descriptions of employing hierarchically organized POP to process dynamic decision variables, determine appropriate state transitions for processes and contexts, and service trap requests.

Figure 6 illustrates three exemplary collections of POP employed to implement an add immediate with carry instruction (ADDC_I) instruction, including an exemplary collection of POP for processing a dynamic decision variable to facilitate control logic 104 in dynamically determining whether to further increment the result of the add instruction by one. The result is to be incremented if the carry flag is set. The first exemplary collection includes \{Xlatn_Xaddr = *pc, XA_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, AX_Sel = X, Xlatn_Ymask = 0x02, AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask, ALU_Cmd = Add, Xlatn_Zaddr = *pc, ZA_Sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, Z_Sel = AZ\}, whereas the second exemplary collection includes \{Xlatn_Xaddr = dest_addr,XA_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, AX_Sel = X, AY_data = Imm, AY_Sel = AY_data, ALU_Cmd = Add, Xlatn_Zaddr = dest_addr, ZA_Sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, Z_Sel = AZ\}. The third exemplary collection includes \{Xlatn_Xaddr = *(psw.c),XA_Sel = Xlatn_Xaddr, Xlatn_Zaddr = *BD, ZA_Sel =
Xlatn_Zaddr, Z_Sel = X}, whereas the fourth exemplary collection includes 
{AX_Sel = AZ, Xlatn_Ymask = 0x01, AY_Sel = Xlatn_Ymask, ALU_Cmd = Add, Xlatn_Zaddr = dest_addr, ZA_Sel = Xlatn_Zaddr, Z_Sel = AZ}.

Based on the earlier described collections, the meanings of the 
first, the second, and the fourth exemplary collections are readily apparent. 
For the third exemplary collection, the enumerated POPs cause the content of 
the carry bit of control variable processor status word (psw) into the 
addressable storage location for storing the branch decision variable BD.

In accordance with the present invention, the first two exemplary 
collections are organized into two atomic units, and then into a first snippet. 
Similarly, the third and the fourth exemplary collections are also organized into 
two atomic units, and then into a second snippet. An execution condition 
governing the conditional execution of the second atomic unit of the second 
snippet, i.e. only if BD equals 1, is specified for the second atomic unit. The 
second snippet is logically associated with the first snippet by specifying a trap 
request to control logic 104, and pre-defining the trap request to modify the 
thread offset address to access the second snippet.

The present invention has been described in terms of the above 
described embodiments for ease of understanding. Those skilled in the art will 
recognize that the invention is not limited to the embodiments described. The 
present invention can be practiced with modification and alteration within the 
spirit and scope of the appended claims. The description is thus to be 
regarded as illustrative instead of restrictive on the present invention.

Thus, an effective approach to constituting a processor's 
datapath and control logic has been disclosed.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus comprising:
   a datapath, constituted with a basic execution block (BEB), for use to
   effectuate execution of an instruction;
   at least one control unit, also constituted using at least another one of
   said BEB, and coupled to the datapath, to control the datapath to effectuate
   said execution.

2. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein each of the BEBs is
   operated with memory read, memory write and ALU operations.

3. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein each of the BEBs
   includes an addressable storage and an ALU selectably coupled to each other
   to allow operand values to be directly supplied from a selected one of the
   addressable storage, an executing process, pre-determined masks, and
   previous execution results to the ALU.

4. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein each of the BEBs
   includes an addressable storage and an ALU selectably coupled to each other
   to allow operand values to be directly stored into the addressable storage from
   a selected one of the ALU, an executing process, a non-native to native
   translation, and the addressable storage itself.

5. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein the at least one control
   unit includes a primary control unit and a plurality of auxiliary control units
   (ACUs), with each of the ACUs constituted using at least one of said BEB.

6. The apparatus as set forth in claim 5, wherein the plurality of auxiliary
control units includes a context and process ACU constituted using at least one of said BEB.

7. The apparatus as set forth in claim 5, wherein the plurality of auxiliary control units includes a dynamic decision ACU constituted using at least one of said BEB.

8. The apparatus as set forth in claim 5, wherein the plurality of auxiliary control units includes an I/O pin ACU constituted using at least one of said BEB.

9. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein the apparatus further includes an ISA library comprising one or more collections of primitive operations (POP) implementing said instruction, and coupled to the at least one control logic to provide the one or more collection of POPs to the datapath and the at least one control unit to effectuate said execution of said instruction under the control of the at least one control unit.

10. The apparatus as set forth in claim 9, wherein said one or more collections of primitive operations (POP) are hierarchically organized.

11. An apparatus comprising:
   a datapath that effectuates execution of an instruction through a first plurality of memory read, memory write and/or ALU operations; and
   at least one control unit coupled to the datapath to control the datapath in performing said first plurality of memory read, memory write and/or ALU operations through a second plurality of memory read, memory write and/or ALU operations.

12. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11, wherein the first and second plurality of memory read, memory write and/or ALU operations include memory
write operations where each memory write operation writes a write data into an
addressable memory from a selected one of two or more of a process source,
a translation source, an output source of the addressable memory, and an
output source of an ALU.

13. The apparatus as set forth in claim 12, wherein the write address of
each memory write operation is selected from two or more of a process source,
a translation source, an output source of the addressable memory, and an
output source of the ALU.

14. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11, wherein the first and second
plurality of memory read, memory write and/or ALU operations include memory
read operations where each memory read operation reads a data from an
addressable memory, with the memory read operation’s read address being
selected from two or more of a process source, a translation source, an output
source of the addressable memory, and an output source of an ALU.

15. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11, wherein the first and second
plurality of memory read, memory write and/or ALU operations include ALU
operations, where each ALU operation operates on at least a first and a
second ALU input, with the first ALU input being selected from at least a
process source, a translation source, a first output source of an addressable
memory, and an output source of an ALU, and the second ALU input being
selected from two or more of the process source, the translation source, a
second output source of the addressable memory, and the output source of the
ALU.

16. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11, wherein the instruction is a
member instruction of a program, and as an integral part of controlling the
datapath to effectuate execution of the instruction, the control logic controls the
datapath to perform a memory read operation reading from a memory location
assigned to store a macro instruction pointer variable, an ALU addition operation adding a first and a second ALU input where the first ALU input is a selected one of the output of the memory read operation and the second ALU input is a mask, and a memory write operation writing the result of the ALU addition operation to the memory location assigned to store the macro instruction pointer variable, to effectuate increment of a program counter for the program.

17. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11, wherein the instruction is an instruction for an operation that involves a destination register, and as an integral part of controlling the datapath to effectuate execution of the instruction, the control logic controls the datapath to perform a memory read operation reading from a memory location assigned to store a destination register variable virtualizing the destination register of the instruction, an ALU addition operation adding a first and a second ALU input where the first ALU input is the output of the memory read operation, and a memory write operation writing the result of the ALU addition operation to the memory location assigned to store the destination register variable, to effectuate modification of the destination register.

18. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11, wherein the instruction is an instruction for an operation that involves a return address; the instruction is also a member instruction of an ISA that includes a stack; and as an integral part of controlling the datapath to effectuate execution of the instruction, the control logic controls the datapath to perform a memory read operation reading from a memory location whose address is stored in a special memory location assigned to store a stack variable that facilitates virtualization of the stack, an ALU input staging operation staging an immediately preceding ALU operation result as an ALU input candidate, an ALU addition operation adding the output of the memory read operation to a mask, and a memory write operation writing the ALU input candidate to a memory location whose address given by the
result of the ALU addition operation, to save a return address onto the stack for the instruction.

19. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11, wherein the instruction is a member instruction of an ISA that includes a stack; and as an integral part of controlling the datapath to effectuate execution of the instruction, the control logic controls the datapath to perform a memory read operation reading from a memory location whose address is stored in a special memory location assigned to store a stack variable that facilitates virtualization of the stack, an ALU addition operation adding a first and a second ALU input where the first ALU input is the output of the memory read operation and the second ALU input is a mask, and a memory write operation writing the result of the ALU addition operation to the memory location whose address is stored in the special memory location assigned to store the stack variable, to effectuate increment of a stack pointer for the stack.

20. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11, wherein the instruction is an assignment instruction; and as an integral part of controlling the datapath to effectuate execution of the instruction, the control logic controls the datapath to perform a memory read operation reading from a first memory location, and a memory write operation writing the output of the memory read operation into a second memory location, to effectuate the assignment.

21. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11, wherein the instruction is an instruction for an operation that involves transfer of program control; and as an integral part of controlling the datapath to effectuate execution of the instruction, the control logic controls the datapath to perform an ALU input select operation selecting an immediate as an ALU input candidate, and a memory write operation writing the ALU input candidate into a memory location assigned to store a macro program counter variable virtualizing a program counter, to effectuate storage of a target address into the program counter.
22. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11, wherein the instruction is an instruction for an operation that involves conditional transfer of program control; and as an integral part of controlling the datapath to effectuate execution of the instruction, the control logic controls the datapath to perform a memory read operation reading from a memory location assigned to store a destination register variable virtualizing a destination register, an ALU addition operation adding the output of the memory read operation to a mask, and a memory write operation writing the result of the ALU addition operation into a memory location assigned to store a program control transfer decision variable, to partially effectuate the control transfer decision.

23. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11, wherein the first as well as the second plurality of memory read, memory write and/or ALU operations are hierarchically organized.

24. The apparatus as set forth in claim 23, wherein the first as well as the second plurality of memory read, memory write and/or ALU operations are first organized as atomic units.

25. The apparatus as set forth in claim 24, wherein the atomic units are further organized into snippets.

26. The apparatus as set forth in claim 25, wherein the snippets are further organized into execution threads.

27. A computer implemented method to effectuate execution of an instruction, comprising:
   a) reading from a storage location of an addressable storage assigned to store a macro instruction pointer variable virtualizing a program counter,
   b) generating a sum based at least in part on the output of said reading
of (a) and a mask to effectuate increment of the program counter; and

  c) writing the sum to said storage location assigned to store the macro
  instruction pointer variable virtualizing saving of the program counter.

28. The method as set forth in claim 27, wherein the instruction is an
    instruction for an operation that involves a destination register, and the method
    further comprises:

    d) reading from a second storage location assigned to store a
    destination register variable virtualizing the destination register of the
    instruction;

    e) generating a result based at least in part on the output of the reading
    of (a); and

    f) writing the result to said second storage location assigned to store the
    destination register variable, to effectuate modification of the destination
    register.

29. The method as set forth in claim 27, wherein the instruction is an
    instruction for an operation that involves a return address; the instruction is
    also a member instruction of an ISA that includes a stack, and the method
    further comprises:

    d) reading from a storage location assigned to store a stack pointer
    variable that facilitates virtualization of a stack;

    e) generating a sum based at least in part on the output of the reading
    of (a) and a mask; and

    f) writing a write data candidate to a second storage location whose
    address is given by the sum, to effectuate saving of a return address onto the
    stack for the instruction.

30. The method as set forth in claim 27, wherein the instruction is a member
    instruction of an ISA that includes a stack; and the method further comprises:

    d) reading from a storage location assigned to store a stack pointer
variable that facilitates virtualization of a stack;

e) generating a sum based at least in part on the output of the reading
of (a) and a mask; and

f) writing the sum into the storage location assigned to store the stack
pointer variable, to effectuate increment of a stack pointer for the stack.

31. The method as set forth in claim 27, wherein the instruction is an
assignment instruction, and the method further comprises:
as an integral part of controlling the datapath to

d) reading from a first storage location of an addressable storage; and

e) writing the output of the reading of (d) into a second storage location
of the addressable storage to effectuate the assignment.

32. The method as set forth in claim 27, wherein the instruction is an
instruction for an operation that involves transfer of program control; and the
method further comprises:

  d) writing a write data pre-staged using at least in part an immediate,
into a storage location of an addressable storage assigned to store a macro
program counter variable virtualizing a program counter, to effectuate storing of
a target address into the program counter.

33. The method as set forth in claim 27, wherein the instruction is an
instruction for an operation that involves conditional transfer of program control,
and the method further comprises:

  d) reading from a storage location of an addressable storage assigned
to store a destination register variable virtualizing a destination register,

e) generating a sum based at least in part on the output of the reading
of (a) and a mask; and

  f) writing the sum into another storage location of the addressable
storage assigned to store a program control transfer decision variable, to
partially effectuate the control transfer decision.
34. A computer implemented method to effectuate execution of an instruction, comprising:
   a) selecting a read address for an addressable storage from two or more of a process source, a translation source, an output source of the addressable storage, and an output source of an ALU;
   b) outputting a value by the addressable storage responsive to the selected read address.

35. A computer implemented method to effectuate execution of an instruction, comprising:
   a) selecting a write address for an addressable storage from two or more of a process source, a translation source, an output source of the addressable storage, and an output source of an ALU;
   b) selecting a write data from at least the process source, the translation source, an output source of the addressable storage, and the output source of an ALU; and
   c) writing the selected write data into the addressable storage in accordance with the selected write address.

36. A computer implemented method to effectuate execution of an instruction, comprising:
   a) selecting a first input from two or more of a process source, a translation source, an output source of an addressable storage, and an output source of an ALU;
   b) selecting a second input from at least the process source, the translation source, a second output source of the addressable storage, and the output source of the ALU; and
   c) performing an ALU operation on the selected first and second inputs.
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Fig. 3a
\[
x_{LATN \_ XADDRL} = X_{PC}
A_{Sel} = X_{LATN \_ XADDRL}
A_{Sel} = X
x_{LATN \_ YMASK} = \varphi \times \varphi \times 2
A_{Sel} = Y_{MASK} / X_{LATN \_}
A_{Sel} = ADD
X_{LATN \_ XADDOR} = X_{PC}
2A_{Sel} = X_{LATN \_ XADDOR}
2A_{Sel} = A_2
A_{Sel} = A_2
\]

\[
x_{LATN \_ XADDOR} = \#STACK
A_{Sel} = X_{LATN \_ XADDOR}
A_{Sel} = X
x_{LATN} = X_{YADDOR} \times \varphi \times 2
A_{Sel} = Y_{MASK} / X_{LATN \_}
A_{Sel} = ADD
\]

\[
2A_{Sel} = A_2
2A_{Sel} = A_2
\]

\[
P_{ACC \_ DATA} = X_{MM}
X_{LATN \_ XADDOR} = X_{PC}
Z_{A_{Sel}} = X_{LATN \_ XADDOR}
Z_{A_{Sel}} = P_{ACC \_ DATA}
\]

\[\text{NOTE: EGF NOTE 3A FIG. 3A}\]

Fig. 3b
NOTE: See notes in FIG. 3E
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NOTE: FIG. 6 is Fig. 1a.
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